
Concept :

	

I_ayers of muiti-directionally scanned images of landscDes and
artifacts of a landscape eroportions are 3resentFd througn in

enclosed circular ervimnmeent of Monitors suspended 'nom a
ceiling . A four corner peaker system delivers a 10m fi^equency
sound textures (for xore, see suoportinn material),

Software :

	

Two 38 min . video tapes 'alayed in Auto r2peatirug synchronous/play/rewind
,.We, with an aid of custom built Synchronizer),

Hardware :

	

10 for 2n, or U) color -aonitors
2 ',rRs (remote contrailed, caostan servo lock)

channel video tape wnchronizer (custom built)
2 -emote (editing) cables
2 Stereo preamplamplifiers. with 4 channels of equalization
4 Speakers

fie installation's Hardware :

Special :

	

The two channel Synchronizer Nith L cables

Standard:

	

15 (or more) color monitors

L EPRs

Electrical recuirments .

By Steina
Sound by Woody Vasulka

7riainally installed as a continuous 2 charnel video and 4 :hannel
audio environment at the "Video as attitude' show at the
University Art Museum, Albuquerique, A. 1. In the spring of 1583 .

One outlet to the VTRs
Two outlets for the l0 for morel Panitors

Space :

	

A quiet large room (suggested configurations, see next page)

In Santa Fe, 31-May--83

Steina 9 woody Vasulka

Rt . G, Box 1@0

Santa Fe,

	

td. M.

	

87501
Phone : 50x473-?S14



Notes to the Installation :

Various confiaurations are suggested in the appendix . The monitors should be close to each other, and should in every

confinuratiorr fill the Viewer's perigheral vision so to ensure spatial continuity .

The }due tuning of the Coloraars should shoes yellowicold and not slant toward red, the Chrwa level should ~e tuned high .

Sound :

'he space should be as quiet as possible, so the sounds of the scone could ~e attenuated to low volume . :f the soave ryas

~Iigh amount of ambient sound or sound comina in frog neiahboring areas, increase the sounds to cover the outside ~soise .

Again, the installations main purpose is to create autonomous enviranment, unlike the one, from which the observer enters,

environment of silent lardscaoe and distant texture of an electronic soundtrack .

"The West" is designed as a specific anviroruxent and as such does not contain any alphanuraerical signs

titles or !^,edits on the tape itself . It is therefore necessary to print titles and credits separately,

either as sued information or in the brochure,

List of 'Cradits :

Title : "fig West'

Created by ; Steins

InstrMrntation and production assistance : Woody Yasulka

4 Channel audio environment : Woody Vasulka

Produced through State University of New York's Program in the Arts, with funds from the Rockefeller

Foundation. and National Endowment for the Arts .

Copyright : me Vasulwas, 1984
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TVC CHANNEL SYNCHRCNIIE3

Funciion Description*

The purDose of this circuit is to achieve synchronous Nlavback of two ~ideotaws from a specific Sync Mark

(a Tore 9urst) located on the head of one of ;he audio tracks an each Videotape. This is performed by =setting

$iio Jideorecordars {VTRs) into a PRM when Torte Burst received from an audio trace activates PqM from he

Synchronizer via Remote Control cable. After both ; 1TRs are in PW. an "Rnd" gate asues a delayed unRAUK

signal, releasing boat tapes from the prearranged point, thus synchronizing :hers.

Once the "one has activated the circuit at the beginning, the channel inhibits itself from further interference

;pith the playback and allots itself to be used in Program as a reaular audio track (until automatic FF after

REWIND resets the Tone Detecting circuit at the head of she tape again) .

At the beginning of each show, both VTRs after being turned on must be put into REWIND manually !which is

followed by an automtic short FF sequence, by which the Tone Detectors get reset to recieve the synchronizing

Tone) . After the 'manual REWIND (arid FF), both 'JTRs =should then go automatically into PLAY and continue

indefinitely cycling the program, P%'SEI unPAIM and at the end of the tape, REWIND, =FS UY, ETC .

The VTRs should not be in a Ci1NTINAIS FLAY, since the PtLAY signal is developed internally by the Synchronizer .

At the end of each day, before turning the VT% off, rewind both to the head of the cassette, EJECT, acrd turn

off power. This will prepare the program for the next day and prevent tape damage or deterrioration .

The output of audio Channel 2 of each Tagerecorder contains the ION Hz "Sync (lark" (Tone Burst), and should

therefore be split to deliver audio to both the Synchronizer and the audio amplifier.

The Slave VTR should be Gapstan Servo node! (Recorder/Plover or Editor/Player) driven by the Master VTR assuring

synchronicity in playback of the program.

The circuit is powered from the 'Remote control" connector pin 1 (6.5 v out) with return on pin 14 . It uses MQS

drips and a Tone Decoder, the switching functions are performed by transistors (3W4) . (See diagrams.)
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MULTIRLEMON1TOR.CONNECTION

Up to 10 monitors may be connected . Set tt^e 754 termination

	

The LINE A or LIN4E B input select button on each mointor should
switch of the last monitor to ON anc'that of the other monitors to

	

be pushed in .
OFF .

When eiri,external -sync
eratpr . is _oo4naCt

CONNECTING A MICROCOMPUTER

The GMPTR connector allows a microcomputer with digilal of
analog RG13 outputs to be connected . The R, G and B IN connectors
allow a microcomputer with analog RGB outputs to be connected .

Microcomputer equipped with
a composite video output

Second monitor Last monitor

Ailicto

	

iripitter 6141 61604d MW
aitalts~ Ft~~ atlfpois

11 tGroLb~tr¢u'de+' IWIPPe6 with'
itiif oY d0al RG4 du'4PW5`

tW
U86 tS6i SNiK~~ consiegting
cable (4s-pl`n' CY-'25>pin p),

Cdr thd'sigriW to be c 3ieCtei ste "Sp~cificatioris" oh page 9 .



MULTIPLE MONITOR CONNECTION

Up to 10 monitors may be connected . Set the 75S? termination

	

The LINE A or LINE B input select button on each mointor should
switch of the last monitor io ON and that of the other rnonitors to

	

be pushed in .
OFF .

VTR or

Vlhen an external sync
nerator is connec

Second monitor

	

Last monitor


